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Figure 1: Snapshot of the simulated system.
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What is DL_MESO and why was it important to port it to massively parallel computing platforms?
DL_MESO is a software package for mesoscale simulations developed by M. Seaton at the Hartree
Centre1, 2. It is basically made of two software components: a Lattice Boltzmann method solver, which
uses the Lattice Boltzmann equation discretize on a lattice (2D or 3D) to simulate the fluid dynamic
effects of complex multiphase systems; and a Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) solver based on
particle method where a soft potential, together with a coupled dissipation and stochastic forces, allows
the use of Molecular Dynamics but with a larger time step.
The need to port DL_MESO to massively parallel computing platforms arose because often real systems
are made of millions of beads (each bead representing a group of molecules) and small clusters are
usually not sufficient to obtain results in brief time. Moreover, with the advent of hybrid architectures,
updating the code is becoming an important software engineering step to allow scientist to continue their
work on such systems.
How well were you able to improve the scaling performance of DL_MESO with multiple GPGPU’s,
and as a consequence, how large a system can you now treat?
The current multi-GPU version of DL_MESO scales with an 85% efficiency up to 4096 GPUs
equivalent to a maximum theoretical performance of 32 Petaflops in double precision (see Fig. 2)
reproduced from E-CAM Deliverable 7.6[3]). This allows the simulation of very large systems like a
phase mixture with 1.8 billion particles (Fig. 1). The performance has been obtained using the PRACE
resource Piz Daint supercomputer from CSCS.

Figure 2: Strong scaling efficiency of DL_MESO versus the number of GPGPU for a simulation of a
complex mixed phase system consisting of 1.8 billion atoms.
What are the sorts of practical problems that motivated these developments, and what is the interest
from industry (in particular IBM and Unilever) ?
DPD has the intrinsic capability to conserve hydrodynamic behavior, which means it reproduces fluid
dynamic effects when a large number of beads is used. The use of massively parallel computing allows
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the simulation of complex phenomena like shear banding in surfactants and ternary systems present in
many personal care, nutrition, and hygiene products. DL_MESO has been used intensively by IBM
Research UK and Unilever and there is a long history of collaboration with Hartree Centre still going
on.
Are there some examples of the power of DL_MESO to simulate continuum problems with difficult
boundary conditions, etc., where standard continuum approaches fail?
Yes. One good example is the polymer melt simulation. Realistic polymers typically are notoriously
very large macromolecules, and their modeling in industrial manufacturing processes, where fluid
dynamic effects like extrusion exist, is a very challenging task. Traditional CFD solvers fail to describe
well the complex interface and interactions between polymers. DPD represents the ideal approach for
such systems.
What were the particular challenges to porting DL_MESO to GPUs? You started by an
implementation on a single GPU and only afterwards ported it to multi-GPUs. Was that needed?
The main challenge has been to adapt the numerical algorithm implemented in the serial version to the
multithread GPU architecture. This required mainly a reorganization of the memory layout to guarantee
coalescent access and take advantage of the extreme parallelism provided by the accelerator. The single
GPU version was developed first, optimized and then extended to multi-GPU capability based on MPI
library and a typical domain decomposition approach.
We know you are adding functionalities to the GPU version of DL_MESO, such as electrostatics and
bond forces. Why is that important?
Electrostatic forces are very common in real systems, they allow the simulation of complex products
where charges are distributed across the beads creating polarization effects like those in a molecule of
water. However, these are long-range interactions and special methods like Ewald Summation and
Smooth Particle Ewald Mesh are needed to fully compute their effects. They represent a challenge from
numerical implementation due to their high computational cost and difficulties they present to
parallelization.
Where can the reader find documentation about the software developments that you have been doing
in DL_MESO?
Mainly on the E-CAM modules dedicated to DL_MESO that have been reported on Deliverables 4.43
and 7.64, and also on the E-CAM software repository here .
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